
BLACK LIBERATIO FOR WHAT?

"One cannot change the System

unless one changes hinl elf'

Bro. Bill Strickland
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Ever since the fir t slaves the Black Liberation Movement in
America has embraced at least five different goals. In the past, the
styles and rhetoric have been noticeably different for each goal.
Today there are dangerous similarities in style and rhetoric between
those who seek incorrect (accommodationist-withdrawers) goals and
those who seek the corr ct (revolutionary) one.

At this pre-revolutionary juncture it is vitally imperative for
black people to be informed about our fragmented and stagnant
Movement.What is atteolpted here is a contribution to black critical
analysis of the five major factions within the Black ~loveJnent.

1. The lntegrationist. Historically the Integrationist has incor-
rectly viewed the AOlerican institutions as racist by exception rather
than by rule. The Integrationist believes in the deception of the
American governmen tal structure having provisions for black re
dress of grievances. He also believes that he actually can participate
in the decision-making processes of "his" country, but because of
a few racist and economic barriers black people have been de'nied
their full first-class share of the capitalistic goodies. The Integra
tionist believes that we have "progressed" through moral suasion
via civil rights legislation. In most cases he accepts black culture
as a somewhat lesser tributary culture of the white American cul
tural mainstream.

Most lntegrationistsdo not see America as a powerful but
degenerate world imperialist. Those Integrationist who do see feel
that injecting blackfolk into the existing AmericJn framework will
cool out the degeneracy. It is clear that they do not fathom the
fact that when power corrupts-it corrupts absolutely. The Inte
grationist believes in the minority-concept. That is, America is at
once a melting-pot and a pluralistic society. This belief hides the
most rampant and fundamental problem: racism.

It is extremely important to take note of the Integrationist's
religiou acceptance of capitalism being the best (most humanistic)
politico-economic form. To them all capitalism needs to fulfil the
American Dream is some black reform.

In the final analysis, the Integrationist suicidally depends upon
white analysis and white assertions to determine his destiny. He
views elf-determination as solving the bourgeois desires of materia
lislll and immoralism: Indeed, the Integrationist's interests are
selfish, corrupt and diametrically opposed to the liberation of
bla k p pIe.
2. The City Statesman. There are similarities between the Inte-
grationi t and the City-Statesman with regard to their reactionary
attitude to every white American assertion. One segment of the
City-Statesman group envisions the American politico-economic
structure as legitinlate and thus seeks to enter it by initially with
drawing and building the blackening cities into politically and
economically powerful quasi-2utonomous city-states destined to
vie for influence and c ntrol of white America's capital and
re ource . The other segment believes that black cities can be
imultan ously autonomous of the American politico-economic
tructure and exist within it as communal (non-capitalist) city

sta tes.
What City-Statesmen cannot or refuse to see is that white

America will allow a pluralistic society only on its terms with
re pect to how it will be benefited. Yes, white America will
, give up her cities to blacks-and move all of its vital institutions
(industry communications, banks, airports etc.) into the suburbs.
The black city-states would be surrounded by white police and
military ... forever on the edge of their triggers. Most of the city-

state capital would be funnelled in through federal aid: This
would mean that the U.S. government would have the first and last
say about how and when to spend' who should work and who
should not.

Many City-State men believe that those islands of black people
surrounded by the sea of white America physically constitute a
black nation. They fail to realise that to have a nation is to have
land control of hUI11Ja and natural, resources, to have a culture
defined and common among the people. The "nationalism" of the
city-statesman serves merely as an aid for white America to main
tain black people as colonial subjects. More precisely colonies have
the facade of being independent if the colonised bourgeoisie are the
administrators and civil servants. The immediate authority is loya
list black, and the ultimate authority is the white coloniser. Wit-
.ness the struggle for community control of the black schools. The
government will allow community control of the schools-as long
as they determine the framework, philosophy, hiring policies and
the finances.

Currently, there are two different political proposals that are
being discussed among the City-Statesmen. One is to politically
deal through the Democratic and Republican parties as black blocs;
the other is to form a third political party-some say all black others
say a black/radical white coalition party a la Peace and Freedom
Party. The blacks who seek changes through these two proposals
do not understand the following two things: 1. that one of the
reasons why political parties become viable parties within the White
American context is that they are founded upon racist assumptions,
and 2, the limitations of black political parties having no alliance
with the military-industrial complex. For it is primarily because the
Democratic and Republican parties are extension of the military
industrial complex that they are existing. A black political party
cannot align with any type of white political or economic institu
tion-unless it is a political party of suicidal blacks. We must never
forget that it is the nature of every white institution-be it radical,
liberal or conservative-to be racist and therefore exploitive towards
blackfolk.
3. Back to Africa-ism. This sect splits itself into two fundamen-
tal factions: a) the brother and sisters who want only to physically
return to Africa, and b) the brothers and sisters who wan t only to
spiritually, culturally and socially return to Africa. Superficially to
many the two ideas sound good. But upon a deeper analysis we
discover that they are not good ideas; they are, rather, symptoms
of withdrawal.

The Afro-American who wishes for a permanent mass migra
tion of blackfolk-or even a permanent migration of intellectuals
and technicians- to Africa "is one who consciously or unconsciously
affirms the myth of the invincible white man. In most cases it is
the intellectual rationalisation of a brother's inability to struggle
against the oppressive forces. Hence, some suggest that we return
to Africa and lead Africa toward a colonial-free destiny. How does
the repatriatisffiow that our African brothers wan t us to lead
them anywhere? Our African brothers are having enough hard
times struggling against their internal and neo-colonial contradic
tions to cope with the psycho-cultural hangups of Afro-Americans.
This is to say that we de' not abandon our communica tions, military,
economic and cultural exchange between us. Rather it is to accen
tuate ~ this sta~ the necessity for two-way exchange of individuals
rather than a one-way mass migration.

We cannot escape the racism and colonialism of America by
"running" to Africa because America's racism and colonialism is
institutionalised everywhere. Moreover if most of our revolution
ary forces were in Africa we would be committing a cardinal sin:
withdrawing ones forces from the belly and brain of the enemy. It
should be made clear that this does not mean that brothers should
not go over and join the African Liberation Armies; it means those
chosen Afro-American brothers who do go should be not only highly
skilled in guerilla warfare, but also skilled in some field relevant to
the needs of the African country for which he is fighting.

On the other side of the Back-to-Africa mask we are confron
ted with the apolitical cultural nationalist. They stress that if black



people dug on the natural fact that black is beautiful then they will
be liberated. The apolitical cultural nationalists fail to check out
the neo-colonies of Africa: Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, Liberia, Kenya,
Malawi, etc. In these countries blackfolk, by and large, still see
blackness as beautiful-but it has not liberated them. They do not
control their resources, their capital, their politics. Witness all the
military coups. The African's culture is somewhat intact and
creative, but without a political framework culture is not a libera
tory force. The root of the matter is that Afro-American apolitical
cuI tural nationalists perceive Blackness as necessary and sufficient ~

when in reality Blackness is necessary but not sufficient.
On the psycho-cultural level, apolitical cultural nationalism

is a reaction and withdrawal rather than an assertion. Once again
we see that it is a negative spiral inward because of the belief in the
myth of the white man's invincibility. It is also a desire to prove to
one's ego and to the white man that a black man is creative. Out of
this frustration of contradictions sprout black cults and mysticism:
i.e. withdrawal sympt0111s. The black artist becomes more of a
nihilist than a crea tive person. He perceives blackfolk as his burden
instead of his inspiration. The centre of the universe becomes an
overglorification of their egos, African history, and, paradoxically,
the black masses. Through constructive criticism and the existence
of correct ideology many of the straight-up-and-down cultural
brothers and sisters will redirect their creativeness and become
functional people embraced by a revolutionary political structure.
4. Black Nation Concept. Itnbedded in the rationale of most
brothers seeking a New Black Nation are withdrawal symptoms
resembling those of the Back-to-Africa brothers. The Black Nation
Concept does not and cannot deal with the fact that black people
built America by their enchained sweat blood and brains. America
is ours for the take. Withdrawing trom America does not weaken
or eradicate its racism. To the contrary, America is strengthened
and offered an almost perfect framework for black genocide.
White America would view the New Black Nation as a black Com
munist threat. More concretely, judging from the types of broth
ers and sisters who expound, defend and rally around this idea it
exudes the belief that it is impossible to liberate black people with
in the awesomely powerful confines of white America. Hence, the
New Black Nation Concept reeks with contradictions.

One of the most blatant contradictions is that of white people
being willing to pay for the birth of a Black Nation. On the one
hand the New Nation Separatists vividly describe America as being
-by nature-a racist country has systematically excluded black
folk from all its institutional processes. Indeed this is true, then by
what twist of fate would white racist America wish to aid in the
development of a black nation right at its doorstep? Unless
exploitation and genocide was in thought?

Many of the New Nation Separatists suggest that scatte!ed
black-controlled cities constitute a nation. This contradiction has
been discussed above. A federation of cities as a nation is stressed
rather than the evolutionary development of Revolutionary National
ism among black people. Many discuss the idea of a) getting electoral
control of the cities and the Black Belt then b) inviting the United
Nations as world observer as white America, because of international
law, allows five or six southern states to secede froIn the union.
. History has exposed the United Na-tlons as anything but
humanistic and neutral. History has shown that the United Nations
and its international laws are Inere tools of America and its Western
allies for the main tenance of their imperialist machine. Witness the
United States' breach of the Geneva Convention's decisions con
cerning Vietnam. Witness the Arab-Israeli conflict. Witness the
U.S.'s instantaneous intervention into the Dominican Republic in
1965. Witness the Congo intervention but no intervention in South
Africa. It is crystal clear that the international laws deal with non
whites exactly in the same manner as America's constitutional laws:
as colonial subjects.

The Republic of New Africa appoints Brother Robert F.
Williams as president-in-exile. Robert F. Williams is a romantic
revolutionary partially of his own makings and partially because
he has not been continuously on the American scene: being a
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brother exiled in the Third World. One should take note of the
other governments-in-exile such as the tiny anti-Maoist island of
Formosa and the counter-revolutionary CIA guided "Revolutionary
Angolan Government In Exile". When the so-called leader or group
are not in physical and spiritual touch with their people they fall
prey to romanticism and co-optation.

When the New Nation Concept fails to understand the rela
tionship between military strategy and geography we witness a
pathetic and self-defeating contradiction. "The Republic of New
Africa" is to be created from the Southern states east of Texas and
north of Florida! Strategically, Florida would become an ideal
American military base. In terms of military strategy for the
Republic of New Africa it would have to spread its forces to defend
three land borders: the North, South and West.

In brief, the New Nation Concept is the pipedream of black
nationalists frustradely overwhelmed because of their simplistic
approach to white racism and colonialism.
5. Revolutionary Nationalism. In conclusion, if we are for the
liberation of black people, then we must seek the correct path to
wards Revolution. That is, the path of Revolutionary Nationalism.
More precisely: we must seek change. Change in institutions, change
who is in charge, change in values. Then we must be able to imple
ment and enforce these changes. In other words, America as it
exists today must be completely destroyed and then re-built in the
terms of the New Black Man-for whites have rendered themselves
incapable of humanistic creativity. The methodology for correct
Revolutionary Nationalism is comprised of reformist stages, dia
logues aimed to change negroes into Blacks, education, life-long
commitment and consistent criticism of self and ideology ... and,
most important, winning the confidence of black people.

Brother Bill Strickland constantly reiterates (and correctly so)
that there has been no critique of the American society vis-a-vis
Black Reality. There have only been reactions to the system and
not a development of a counter-system. Why? Because black
intellectuals accept white analysis as the correct analysis. This has
historically resulted in black people acting more like accommodat
ionists and withdrawers than resisters. This is not to deny the
historical fact of daily slave rebellions or the current urban uprisings.
It is merely to emphasise that our actions have been apolitical and
oftentimes vacuous because of a lack of a black critique of the
American scene.

Further negative consequences of Black's dependency upon
white analysis is the legitimacy of corruptness within the Black
Movement. Because whites are corrupt and immoral, their
"liberal/radical" analysis is corrupt and immoral. The Movement's
corruption is just the symptom~ the flame. One of the root causes
or fuels is the absence of a well-defined line ( rhetoric). Serious
black terminology is loosely thrown around by integrationists,
separatists and psuedo-revolutionaries (the black fascists). A do
your-own-thing atmosphere surrounding the Movement makes it
valid for an accommodationist like Whitney Young and his Urban
League colleagues to support "Black Power". It makes it valid for
an opportunist such as Roy Innis to "negotiate" with the colonial
powers for the sake of "black self-determination" and black
"economic power".

The rootlessness of the terminology invites a myriad of weird,
immoral agent provacateurs to satisfy their twisted and often anti
black lusts. We will see that through a tightly defined terminology
a Black Morality will develop. Its existence will transpose every act--
including the sexual act-into an ethical and political act. This is
not to say that the Black Movement will be entrenched in rigidity.
A Black Morality will naturally mean firmness and flexibility.

The Black Morality's vitality lies in its ability to define, con
fine and refine our liberation struggle. It is the Black Aesthetics
becoming ethical ... and the Black Ethics becoming aesthetic: it
is the Black Man seeing himself as a Revolutionary. More than thac
it is the Brother or Sister who asserts that to be a Revolutionary is
to be for life ...

Never forgetting that "we must have an undying love for our
People," we must "struggle to learn and ... learn to struggle."


